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An Oral History Interview with Vinny Appice
by Eric C. Hughes
The following is an Oral History interview conducted with Vinny Appice during NAMM 2012 to talk about his life
and career. Vinny has performed with John Lennon, Axis, Black Sabbath, DIO, and countless others. The NAMM
archives have a video copy of the interview, and you can see a clip of us talking at
https://www.namm.org/library/oral-history/vinny-appice
EH: Where were you born?
VA: I was born in New York in the Italian section of Brooklyn. At some point we made a “big move,” one block to
40th St. My grandfather passed away, and my grandmother was living in the house by herself: my mom wanted to
take care of her. It was funny because two blocks up the street lived Jimmy Destry who played with Blondie for all
those years. Jimmy and I use to jam together and hang out. Somebody else that lived on the block was Mark Rivera,
who played with Foreigner and Billy Joel.
EH: Do you have any brothers or sisters?

VA: I have no brothers (laughs) just sisters! I’m the baby of the family. I have a sister, and then my brother
Carmine, who’s like 10-11 years older than I am, and another older brother, Frank. How do we pronounce the name?
Frank says the name (Appice) “A-peachy,” not “A-peace.” Well, Frank says “A-peachy,” which is the Italian way,
and Carmine says “A-peace” which is wrong; and I say, “A-pis-say” which is what my father said. So, three ways to
say it!
EH: Did your family listen to music in the home?
VA: Carmine played the drums, and he had the band rehearsing over at the house before he joined Vanilla Fudge, I
was around that. I used to watch them rehearse as a little kid and see all the equipment and all the wires and hear the
band; that was cool. My mom used to listen to music. She didn’t sing or anything, but she loved music, so we had
the hi-fi. She used to put on Tom Jones and Carmine’s records; my dad didn’t play anything and he couldn’t sing a
note.
EH: Did your parents work?
VA: My father did some different things. He wound up back east where they have oil burners to create heat in the
houses. He later became an oil burner mechanic and worked for a company that did that; he did that for many years.
My mom was a homemaker: she stayed home and made pasta and meatballs for us.
EH: What is your family heritage?
VA: My grandparents came over from Italy, but I don’t know exactly when. They had to have come before I was
here, or else I wouldn’t be here. (laughs)
EH: Who were some of your early musical influences?
VA: Well… I’ll go back a little bit. (Carmine) started learning from my cousin Joey Verdi who played drums.
Carmine saw him play and that got him bit by the bug- like, “Whoa I wanna play.” I also saw Joey play. My father
was a member of the VFW, and they used to have parties at the Post. They‘d hire my cousin’s band. He was older
than Carmine, and we used to see his drums, and I thought “Wow! Cool!” and then Carmine started playing.
Carmine was my influence; the drums were there, and I thought “Wow. I want to do this.” I didn’t have to think
about it. I just thought, “I want to do this too!”

EH: When did you start playing drums?
VA: I probably started playing, banging away when I was 8 or 9 years old. Carmine left drums at the house,
and I played his drums. I think he was in Vanilla Fudge, at that time. He came home and said, “Sit with me
and show me some things.” I played, and he said to our parents, “You should take him for lessons. Bring
him to the same guy that I went to, Dick Bennet, was his name; he is in Brooklyn." So my mom took me.
She took two buses to get us there. She’d take me on one bus, get off, wait for the next bus, take that bus,
then walk four blocks. The lessons were $5.00. So the first time I sat with him he went “OK let’s try some
things. Repeat after me.” We did rough triplets, some paradiddles, doubles, and different rhythms. I played
along and copied him, and he told my mother “Yeah, he’s good. He should come for lessons.” I began every
week, every Saturday. We started with “Stick Control,” “Syncopation,” “All-American Drummer,” the
Chapin book, and I can't remember what else… After many books, I began to get into rock and stuff. I
learned how to read it, write it, and I understood it.
EH: Did you play in your school band?
VA: I went to school at FDR High School, but I dropped out. I was in the band, and the orchestra and they
played “Jesus Christ Superstar, ” and I was supposed to play (a basic pattern) I started wailing a little bit,
and the guy went, “Hey!” So, I didn’t last long. When I was 16, I was playing with John Lennon. I was
working with John, and I’d go to school the next day. I knew Carmine was thriving at that point and I just
said, “I don’t want to go school, my friends are all musicians, we want to make music, and I don't see that
school can help.”
EH: How did you begin to work with John Lennon?

VA: The band I wound up in was a 9-piece band: four horn players, this funky rock thing. The guitar player
knew Jimmy Lovine, who produced John Lennon, Stevie Nicks, and a whole bunch of people back then.
Jimmy heard the band, liked us, and he produced us. We went into Record Plant Studios on 48th St. in New
York and did a bunch of demos. The owner of the place liked us too He signed us to a management deal and
gave us a room to rehearse overhead. We were up there every night playing in Manhattan, upstairs at the
Record Plant. We got to meet everybody, it was cool, you know? Then one night they asked us to do hand
claps for John Lennon. They said, “Can you guys come down to the studio and do some hand claps?” There
weren’t any computers to do that, and you used to pull everybody out of the hall when you needed claps.
Nine of us went down, we get in the studio, we look in the glass, and there’s Elton John and John Lennon.
And we go, “Whoa!” We did hand claps for that song “Whatever Gets You Through The Night.” That’s
my band doing the handclaps. When we left, John asked who we were, and Jimmy said “I’m producing
them and they rehearse up on the 3rd floor. Roy (the owner) signed them to a management deal.” And then
a couple of days later he came walking into rehearsal. We’re playing, and we’re like “Oh whoa! I know
that guy,” and John sat down. We smoked a couple of joints with him, and he wanted to do other stuff, I
didn’t do that. So, we hung out with him. There was a pool table there; we shot pool, and he asked to do a
gig with him. The gig was at the New York Hilton called “Salute To Sir Lew Grade” It was on an ABC
network worldwide special, we played “Slipping and A-Sliding’” and “Imagine.” We went on stage, and it
was Yoko’s idea to wear jumpsuits. We were wearing black; John was wearing red, and they wanted us to
wear masks. They took impressions of our faces. We were all two-faced; it was a political thing, as there
were politicians in the audience.

That whole week we met at the Record Plant and got in the van with John and went to get all this stuff made. And
he’d hang out all day; they’d do makeup and make masks; we’d go and get the jumpsuits. And we’d had to go like
2 or 3 times, and he would just get in the van and ride with us. I was a Beatles fan as a kid, but I acted calm. I had
been around famous people already. Carmine brought Jeff Beck over to eat one time at my mom’s house, and I’d
been backstage, so I stayed calm. I didn't "gush" “Oh John! Can I take a picture?” Yah, stupid me, I didn’t take
any pictures. I wound up doing three videos with him. Later on, he produced some stuff for the Record Plant
owner's wife. She did eight songs in the studio, and we were her band; so, we worked with him as a producer. It
was an honor to work with John. I remember hearing him on the talkback: you’d play, and at the finish of each
recording we would hear John’s voice. Wow! How cool is that? I was 16 so I’d have to go to school the next day.
The more I participated in my career the harder it became to stay in school. I knew what I wanted to do. I knew
something was going to happen.
(The actual name of the band was) "BOMF." It stood for “Band Of Mother Fuckers.” We didn’t have a name.
But you can look it up online. “John Lennon with BOMF.” It's funny; we were just kidding about the name, and
it's pretty much the official band name.)
EH: Did you work with Rick Derringer after that?
VA: After that scenario, I met Rick Derringer and he heard the same demos and remarked, “Wow, who’s
that?” (Back then it was), “Oh that’s Carmine’s little brother, Vinny. Rick liked what he heard, and we visited.
Rick said to me, "I’m planning to put a band together. Let me have your number and I’ll call you.” About Six
months later I was in Louisiana playing with a group called AXIS. It was a three-piece metal band. We eventually
recorded one Axis album. Rick came down to see AXIS in Louisiana. Rick liked the guitar player, Louisiana guitar
player Danny Johnson, who played with Steppenwolf from the mid-nineties until their retirement in 2008. Danny
and I went with Rick and formed the first Derringer Band. Jay Davis was with Foreigner before the big album was
released and he decided to leave because they weren’t paying him any money: I think $50 bucks a week. We
started Derringer, the band played clubs for a month to get the band tight, we did one album, and we were the
opening band with Aerosmith for the “On The Rocks” tour. That was a lot of fun! I was young; things were
happening fast, and it seemed almost like an alternate reality. I remember sitting in a hotel room the manager came
in and announced, “We’re going to play Chicago…” and I was bouncing up and down on the couch with
excitement. I’d never been anywhere like that. We did that, and we did another album, a live album, and then we
broke up. After, we reformed AXIS and did an album called “It’s a Circus World.”
EH: Did your parents have any reservations about you choosing music for a career?
VA: No, that’s what made it happen; our parents were completely behind us. They wanted Carmine to finish high
school, and he was successful: The Vanilla Fudge were big. My parents said "OK. Do what you wanna do.”
They weren’t happy that I quit school, but they knew I was playing and making money, so they weren't arguing.
We had cousins who played. One of them was Frank Appice and his brother Michael. Their parents wanted them
to fall back on something. They went to high school, went to college, and fell back on it, and it didn’t happen. We
just went, Vroom! "This is what we're going to do, and our parents are totally behind us." My sister went to
college, and she wound up moving to California becoming a public accountant with her own business, and she
does well.

EH: What happened after AXIS?
VA: We did a tour, and after a couple of years things weren’t happening. Then, I got a call from Sharon Osborne. She said,
“Ozzy’s putting a new band together.” I said, “Wow! Ozzy! Wow!” Back then he was still drinking, and wild and crazy. They
made me an offer: they would fly me to England to hang out with Ozzy and see if it works. I called Carmine and said “Dude I
got this offer from Ozzy. Isn’t he crazy, do I want to do this?” He said, “Yeah he’s pretty crazy.” So I turned it down. And
then about 2-3 months later I got a phone call from Sabbath, from their tour manager. He said, “We’re looking for a drummer
and you were recommended.” They were rehearsing at S.I.R. on Sunset Boulevard. So, I went down to meet Tony Iommi and
the tour manager. Tony had the AXIS album: they had listened to it and liked what they heard. I was speaking to the tourmanager and Tony walked in. Tony said, “All right come to rehearsal the next day.” The next day, I met Ronnie and Geezer.
We played. The first song we played was “Neon Knights, ” and it gelled and it was cool. Incidentally, it was the last song I
played with Ronnie. It was the first song, and last song. It’s funny because a couple of weeks before, I heard "Neon Knights"
while driving in the car. I wasn’t a big Sabbath fan at that time. I heard their stuff, thought it was spooky and scary; I liked it,
but I wasn’t buying their records. When I heard “Neon Knights” I thought, “That new singer is awesome.” I didn’t follow
Ronnie before that; I wasn’t a Rainbow fan or anything. I didn’t know… I had not heard of Ronnie, and I didn’t know much
about him. I just happened to go, “Wow that guy is very good!” And then two weeks later I’m in the room with him playing.
It gelled, and they said, “Yeah you’re in the band!” We didn’t rehearse; they went to the pub. We only had four rehearsals
before a big arena, stadium show in Honolulu. So we didn’t rehearse that much; it was practice an hour or two then go to the
pub. They were happy that they found somebody. I was with Ronnie a lot of times listening to stuff and writing charts out. Not
really sophisticated charts, they were some notes not musical notes but messages to help get through the music on not much
practice. It said things like,“STOP, Count 4,” and other cues like that. I wrote this book to get me through the set and then at
the gig it started raining, and the book got wet, the ink ran, and it was all a mess. It lasted about three songs, and I went, “Ah,
shit.” and just winged it, and it was incredible. At the end of that show, I threw the book out, and I had signed it “This is my
first gig with Sabbath,” and threw it out in the audience. Somebody’s got it! I’ve never seen it on eBay. Not yet!
EH: What was it like working with Black Sabbath?
VA: Ronnie and I hit it off right away; he’s from upstate New York. We’re both Italian, we both like the same kind of food,
we had a lot in common. I hadn’t been around a lot of British people before, and Tony and Geezer from Birmingham: their
accents are pretty heavy, and I had a hard time understanding them. They were kind of shy, but for some reason, it came off
that I was a little intimidated; those guys are pretty famous and took a little while for them to open up to me. But after awhile
we started having a great time. Geezer’s fun to play with, and we locked in. It was the same with Tony. As soon as we began
playing it was, “Ok, I get it.” I listened and adjusted to the way they played, and it just fell into the pocket.
EH: How would you compare the drumming on “Heaven and Hell” and “Mob Rules?”
VA: "Heaven and Hell" was an incredible album. It’s quite a bit different, but there was more energy in the songs on "Mob
Rules:" a little more kick in the ass, probably, but they’re both great albums.
EH: How would you compare the drumming on “Heaven and Hell” and “Mob Rules?”
VA: "Heaven and Hell" was an incredible album. It’s quite a bit different, but there was more energy in the songs on "Mob
Rules:" a little more kick in the ass, probably, but they’re both great albums.
EH: What happened after Sabbath and how did DIO get started?
VA: We did the live record "LIVE EVIL" and at that point, we weren’t getting along anymore. It became Ronnie and me, and
Tony and Geezer. It was apparent that it was the end, and Ronnie said “I’m going to put a band together. Would you like to
join the band and put this together with me?” Tony and Geezer asked me to stay. But I thought it would be easier to work with
Ronnie;

He was in California, and I thought it would be exciting to put a band together and go for it. I mean listen to him sing, Come
on! We went that route. He knew Jimmy Bain from Rainbow. Ronnie wanted to keep the band more international rather than
get all American guys in the band and be like STYX or something, you know, all American. He wanted to keep that English
thing going, that international flavor. All the bands he’s played in were from Europe or England and some of the members
weren't from here. Ronnie announced, “I’m going to England to listen to guitar players, and we’ll meet up with Jimmy
Bain.” We flew to London and Ronnie, and I shared a room. He’d try to read at night because he couldn’t sleep and I can’t
sleep with the light on. The fucking room was freezing so I’d put the hair dryer on to try to warm the room up. It’s England,
and the heat goes off. Then we were looking in the paper, and Ronnie said, “There are a few bands playing, let’s go see
them!" We didn’t know what the hell we were doing. We went out, we’re having a beer, the bands are coming out, and we’re
like, “Cool let’s check this guy out. Oh, shit it’s a Reggae band!" They were all black. I said, “I don’t think that’s the guy.”
We did a couple of things like that, and I remember winding up at the Marquee where Mötörhead was playing. It was so loud
in there. We were in the back getting plastered and wasting time. Finally, Jimmy got to town and said, “I know this kid,
Vivian Campbell.” I don’t know where he knew him from, but he was playing with some band named Sweet Savage! He
played us something, and we liked it; so, we flew him over from Ireland to London. We went to John Henry’s studio in
London, set up, and played. Up until then Ronnie and I were playing duo. Ronnie would play bass or guitar, we had a riff
that became “Holy Diver,” and we had a few other song ideas with bass and drums or guitar and drums. We showed Vivian
what we had, we jammed and recorded on a cassette, and started working tunes up. After we went back to the hotel and were
listening to the tape, a spot came where Vivian was soloing and I said “Yeah! That guy’s killer, man!” And Ronnie said,
“Yeah. Let’s do it.” We flew him over about two months later and started rehearsing and writing.
EH: Why did you leave DIO? (Note: Vinny played with DIO during the “glory days” on “Holy Diver,” “The Last In Line,”
“Sacred Heart,” “Intermission,” and “Dream Evil.” He came back to perform on “Strange Highways,” “Angry Machines,”
and “Inferno: Last In Live”)
VA: The band changed. The original band with Dio had fun, a lot of success, and it was a killer band. Then it became all new
guys in the band. None of the original members were left. Jimmy was there towards the end, but then he left, and there were
only the younger ones. At that point, we got Rowan Robertson: he was pretty young, maybe 17. The bass player, Teddy
Cook, was young and the keyboard player was just a kid. My thinking was, "this just isn't the same band anymore.” I
decided to leave and do something else. I ended up in a band with Jimmy Bain called “World War III” that was managed by
Sharon Osborne’s dad, Don, on Hollywood Records, a Disney label. We did one record and one tour.
EH: How did you rejoin Black Sabbath with Ronnie James Dio?
VA: I heard they were getting back together and Cozy Powell was going to play drums because Cozy and Tony were playing
together. Not long after, Cozy fell off a horse and broke his pelvis, and he couldn’t play anymore. So they said, “Let’s call
Vinny!” It hadn’t been going well: it seemed to be taking forever, and Ronnie wasn’t getting on with Cozy. I came in, and
we got the album finished, and we did a tour. Around that time, Grunge was coming in, and we weren’t playing big places
anymore: we were playing theaters and smaller venues like that. Then that broke up because Ozzy was doing a retirement
tour, playing in California and they wanted Sabbath to open. Ronnie didn’t want to do it, but Tony and Geezer agreed.
Ronnie decided to finish the tour in San Francisco, and that was the last gig with Ronnie. Then we did the gig with Ozzy
with Rob Halford singing with one rehearsal. We were in Phoenix. We rehearsed with Rob, who had to learn 12 songs. I felt
sorry for him, but he did a killer job. Rob did a few of Ronnie songs, but we concentrated more on the Ozzy stuff. Rob's
voice sounded more like Ozzy than Ronnie.
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EH: What happened after that?
VA: After that, I got back with Ronnie, and we did a couple of albums together. In 1998 I was playing with Ronnie, and
Sabbath called and wanted me. They were doing “Reunion” and Sharon wanted me to come to Birmingham. I was going to
go to Home Depot that day and buy some stuff for my sprinklers, but Sharon called and said, “Can you come to England?”
I said “Sure. When?” She said, “Today?” (Laughs).

I said, “No, I’m going to Home Depot. What’s wrong with

you?” (laughs). So I said Ok I’ll come. They messengered over the whole Sabbath catalog with a whole bunch of songs I
didn't know; a few of them I did. I had to listen to these tunes as I was leaving for the airport, and on the airplane: I had to
make another book! When I got there Sharon tells me, “You’re going to do a live show at the Birmingham NEC Arena,
you’re going to do a live DVD, and you’re going to do a live video.” I said, “Oh that’s all? Songs I’ve never played? Ok.”
It wasn't working out with such a short time to learn all the material. I went to the next rehearsal, and Bill Ward was there. It
was like, "I’m doing the gig, I’m not doing the gig... I’m doing the gig." then Bill did it. I was almost happy because it was
a lot of pressure and they would have been nervous too. Bill did it, and I went home and then when I was on tour with
Ronnie. Bill had a health problem. They were on tour and Sharon called again and asked if I could do the tour. I told her I
was with Ronnie and she didn’t care. I worked it out: I left the Dio tour: we got Simon Wright in my place. I stayed there for
a couple of days and did rehearsals with them; then he played with the band, I gave Simon the cues. Then I left and played
with Ozzy, Tony and Geezer, which was kinda cool: Playing in the back and saying “This is the original band, there’s
Ozzy!” That was 1998 and 1999, and we did six weeks in Europe, and then we came back to the US. Bill played the US leg.
Bill's health improved, so he came back, and I was there just in case. I did the whole tour as “Just In Case, ” and it was the
weirdest tour. I almost had my bus to myself, staying at all the luxury hotels. But you know what? All that luxury and that
“cool stuff” is annoying, I don’t know, I’d rather be playing and staying at the Ramada Inn. It got really weird after awhile:
you’d pull up to the gig and you ‘might’ play and you might not. I was getting rusty on the road not playing, and thinking
“If I get called to play, I’m gonna sound like crap.” They were supposed to set my drums up, but they didn’t. Bill said one
time I could play his drums. I’m playing his drums during sound check, and he plays the gig that night and a head breaks.
That was a bad omen: Bill likes to keep his drumheads on for the whole tour. So I played, he broke the head, and that was
the end of that. That was the weird tour.
EH: Could you tell me about the Drum Wars concept?
VA: I’m doing something with Carmine called “Drum Wars,” that’s starting to take off a little bit. It’s a show we do
together: the drums are facing each other, and we wrote three or four drum pieces to play. In between, we have a band, and
we play some Dio/Sabbath stuff and then we play some stuff from his history, and mesh it all together. It’s a cool rock
show. We do a big battle at the end and tear it up.
EH: Who wins?
VA: Me! All the time. You ask him, and he’ll say “Vinny wins too!”
EH: I would like to know about your set up with Sabbath and DIO. It was such a unique drumset and an interesting setup.
VA: When I went down to play with Sabbath (at SIR, Sunset Blvd) I was a kid with a used car. That was 1980. I had two
concert toms (rack) and two concert toms (floor) and a snare and a bass in my car. So I set up, and it was big. So, I play,
and they liked it. Tony came up after and asked, “Can you make it bigger? Bill used to have another bass drum and a little
bit bigger set.” Tony didn’t like the little set. I said, “I don’t play with a double bass, but I’ll come up with something.” I
wound up getting two drums (on each side) up in the air and thought that would be cool. We went out and toured, Tony
liked it, and then it just grew. The next tour I had two more, so I had four (2 mounted on each side) and another tom over
here (points behind his left side). With DIO I had the bigger drums and had a gong bass drum behind me, and that went all
the way to the last Heaven and Hell Tour where I had eleven drums up in the air. I mounted the drums on EH: Who wins?
VA: Me! All the time. You ask him, and he’ll say “Vinny wins too!”

EH: I would like to know about your set up with Sabbath and DIO. It was such a unique drumset and an interesting setup.
VA: When I went down to play with Sabbath (at SIR, Sunset Blvd) I was a kid with a used car. That was 1980. I had two
concert toms (rack) and two concert toms (floor) and a snare and a bass in my car. So I set up, and it was big. So, I play,
and they liked it. Tony came up after and asked, “Can you make it bigger? Bill used to have another bass drum and a little
bit bigger set.” Tony didn’t like the little set. I said, “I don’t play with a double bass, but I’ll come up with something.” I
wound up getting two drums (on each side) up in the air and thought that would be cool. We went out and toured, Tony
liked it, and then it just grew. The next tour I had two more, so I had four (2 mounted on each side) and another tom over
here (points behind his left side). With DIO I had the bigger drums and had a gong bass drum behind me, and that went all
the way to the last Heaven and Hell Tour where I had eleven drums up in the air. I mounted the drums on bungee cords so
that I could pull them down. The drums were smaller, so when I hit them, they would rock back and forth. They wouldn’t
hit me, and they didn’t fall over. Everybody who saw it thought “Oh my god! That’s so cool! I thought your drum was going
to fall over!” It was like a $10.00 bungee cord. I had laser drums sticks and risers that went up to the ceiling of the truss. I
had pyro. That $10.00 bungee cord got more reaction than anything!
Since this interview, Vinny has been in many projects that have kept him busy, and is always working to share his ideas on
hard rock drumming while creating new music. He helped create the band KILL DEVIL HILL with former Pantera bassist
Rex Brown, and released two albums with the band. Vinny is the musical director for Rock Fantasy Camps and has worked
with Alice Cooper, Paul Stanley, Cheap Trick, and many others. His most current projects are LAST IN LINE and plans, for
the first time ever, an APPICE BROTHERS album
LAST IN LINE has original DIO members Vinny, Vivian Campbell and Jimmy Bain, with high-powered vocalist Andrew
Freeman. The resulting album Heavy Crown is a modern, yet classic, sounding metal album: the continuation of HOLY
DIVER. Sadly, bassist Jimmy Bain passed away in January and Phil Soussan will perform bass duties with the band. LAST
IN LINE headed out on a short US tour this October followed by a tour of Europe and England with Saxon and Inglorious
Trough, through November and into December. You can read more about the band at www.lastinlineofficial.com
The APPICE BROTHERS are Vinny and Carmine, founders of the popular Drum Wars concerts. After playing drums
behind countless legends for years, the brothers are recording new material and some classic tracks from their storied
careers. Plan on a heavy rock record with trademark licks from two of rock's greatest drummers. You can help produce the
album and get some cool swag by checking out the APPICE BROTHERS Pledge Music page at http://
www.pledgemusic.com/projects/theappicebrothers?utm_medium=email&utm_source=pledgemusic
Eric C Hughes is the Percussive Arts Society Chairman and an Oral History archivist. He has over 70 interviews with
drummers from all genres and styles of music. Eric is a full-time percussion teacher and performer in Houston, Texas and he
endorses DW Drums, Sabian Cymbals, Vic Firth Sticks, REMO Drum Heads and Humes & Berg Cases. You can reach him
at txdrums@gmail.com .
Eric C Hughes
HTX
(713) 715-8668
PAS Drum Set Committee Chairman
Hightower High School Percussion Director
tContributing editors nic marcy and tyler m gill
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by nic marcy

Honky-tonk Drummer

WELCOME

by nic marcy

About a year or so ago, my niece was in Austin to visit from her Florida home. We always take in a little of
BLANK 56
the Austin music scene when she visits. My wife usually stays home, recovering from the overload of dealing
with a spouse as a professional musician: gigs, teaching schedules, rehearsals, interviews, magazines, and rest
BLANK 62
of my professional life.
BLANK 57
My niece and I ventured to South Lamar Blvd. here in town, and checked out some of my favorite venues. I
took her to the Broken Spoke, where Dale Watson and His Lone Stars with Mike Bernal were playing. I like
BLANK 63
the traditional country style played there with slap bass and a more acoustic sound. Mike plays drums with a
BLANK 68
very traditional country approach but has added a few signature embellishments. It's a joy watching and
listening to Mike in action.
ABOUT ME
The first unique characteristic any long time drummer-watching Mike perform would notice is his cymbal
BLANK 44
crashing technique. He likes to carry less to his gigs and uses the ride cymbal as a crash, throwing down the
shank and using a nice Moeller type up-stroke pulling the sound out to his right ear from the cymbal's sweet
BLANK 45
spot. His “cross stick” is most definitely Mike's most significant technique. It looks like he’s playing with a 2b
or some marching baseball bat and when he slams the rim for his “cross-stick,” it sounds like a horse’s hoof
BLANK 51
hitting a brick. (Perfect texture for this honky tonk music they play so well.) Thirdly, he hits a full rim shot to
the middle of his snare on his backbeats, about five to six inches of stick over the rim and they run
BLANK 48
consistently on the late side of the center pulse. (In a backbeat at two or four, his hit comes someplace
between the W and the O of two and the U and R of four.) His backbeat looks like he's muscling it into the
BLANK 52
snare from about five inches above the head as a "playing position." It’s so in the pocket, that’s a lesson in
itself. Mike has a structured intensity that adds to his performance and creates an important message exchange
BLANK 53
between the man, his music, and the audience.
BLANK 32
Michael Bernal was born in Denver City, Texas on January 3, 1974. Bernal grew up in Plains, Texas where he
started playing drums with his grandfather and his uncle’s conjunto music band in and around 1984. Mike
BLANK 29
played a lot of Tex-Mex Dive bars as a little guy in 4th grade. Mike said most of those clubs were the kind of
BLANK 34
places a young person had no business hanging around in, but out of those experiences learned the art and
talent he possesses as an adult musician.
BLANK 54
Bernal’s high school graduating class had 32 students.
BLANK 40
Mike moved to Austin from Lubbock in 2005 with a
rock band called "Cellus and the Loose Grip."
BLANK 41
BLANK 42
BLANK 43
BLANK 47
BLANK 46
BLANK 49

Mike played with several Lubbock bands in the mid 90's including Tasmania of "On Broadway" fame, Los
WELCOME
Sonsabitches, and Eddie Moreno and the Texas Posse. Mike's talent was, and continues to be, limitless. He has
played with more than his share of great Texas musicians: King of the Brown Sound, Little Joe; Ray Price; the
BLANK 56
ubiquitous Willie Nelson; Ray Benson; and, he recently did session work with Rob Zombie. Reading the last
BLANKfew
62names, you begin to understand that he can play with anybody.
Mike went to college at South Plains College and Texas Tech in Lubbock where he gigged on the weekends
BLANKand
57hooked-up with local musicians. He toured for years with several of those rock bands: his influences are all
over the board. Mastering Tejano styles, Blues, Rock, Funk, and the modern Honky Tonk style Mike plays with
BLANKDale
63 Watson and His Lone Stars, he's shared the stage with some of the best country, blues and rock musicians
in the state. Mike is unquestionably on one of the short lists of great all-around players. He continues to expand
BLANKhis68knowledge and drumset wisdom. His unique way of sitting in, and making any band feel like he's been in
the drum seat forever keeps Mike a top of the list, first call musician in Austin. Bernal also never looks at his
ABOUTwatch
ME when he's on stage and appreciates his role making people feel good while on that stage. If I were to pick
out the most common characteristic of drumset musicians working most often, it's that "gene" or “chromosome”
BLANKwhich
44 helps them appreciate the jobs they're getting. This appreciation of the audience, coupled with respect for
the music and his fellow players, puts major soul into his grooves.
BLANKAfter
45 a few years of freelancing in Austin making OK to mediocre money, Mike wanted to find a steady gig
with a band that paid enough for him to upgrade his automobile and a little nicer apartment. Mike spoke with
BLANK 51
booking agent Gregg Williams, and they put together an excellent press kit with some of Mike’s history,
reliability, and diversity as a drum set musician. He put the info in the mail, sending it to Dale Watson among
BLANK 48
other “good earning” players in town, and after a little bit, got a call from Dale about 2:00 PM asking if he
would like to play that evening with His Lone Star Band at The Broken Spoke.
BLANK 52
Mike Bernal being Mike, who does his homework even on short-notice calls, contacted former Dale Watson
drummer David Bowen. Mike picked David's brain and found out that every song ended in the "Style of Buck
BLANK 53
Owens." Mike wasn't sure what that was, and he hit up YouTube to figure it out. After watching Buck Owens
a few numbers, he was certain he had it. Mike also practiced his shuffles, two beats, half time, a soBLANKperform
32
called "Waylon groove," some "Ray Price speak," brush and stick shuffle, and the train beat. He looked at
BLANKvideos
29 of Dale and his band and picked out the right clothes to wear and in just a few hours was ready to play
cold but prepared.
BLANK( At
34 least as prepared as one can get in a few hours.) He
also got a haircut and made it to the bar early enough to
BLANKcontinue
54
searching YouTube. When Dale walked in he
asked Mike, “Didn’t you have long hair?" By the end of
BLANKthe40night, Dale Watson remarked about how comfortable
the music felt with Mike and said if he wanted to be the
BLANK 41
permanent drum chair he would enjoy having him along.
Mike is now the road manager/drummer for the band
BLANK 42
BLANK 43
BLANK 47

On Thursday nights, he often plays at the Highball with Dale Watson's Swang Thang, which takes Dale's usual
WELCOME
lineup, complete with a traditional stand-up bass, steel guitar, Mike B on the mini kit, Grammy winner Danny
Levin, and the wicked addition of a full horn section, including local notables Joey Colarusso, Sax, Rick White,
BLANK
trumpet56and Ken Mills on trombone. If you had but one opportunity to see these guys, you couldn't go wrong at
the Highball.
BLANK 62
Mike B. also tees it up periodically with the likes of bluesman Alan Haynes, George DeVore, and La
BLANK
57
Tampiqueña.
BLANK 63
To the younger drummers reading this who are looking for a solid gig with an earning band, re-read what Mike
did in a few hours time. You should start considering playing music with groups that you would enjoy. Start
BLANK 68
preparing yourself to fit in a band you like or maybe a few different types of musical groups. It isn't imperative
for these bands to be looking for a drummer: this is an exercise. Be professional and have some business cards
ABOUT ME
made with your contact information. (Hand the cards out to musicians whose music you respect and enjoy.) Try
to pick44
bands that could be a permanent residence for your ass on that Roc'n Soc. Do the homework, do some
BLANK
research. If you're asked to play, you should know as much about the musicians who have graciously invited

you to perform,
as you know about the music they play.
BLANK
45
In the first rehearsal, if there is one, you'll want to get familiar with the tunes they are doing and contribute
constructive
BLANK
51 remarks about the music. Providing constructive input shows that you know and enjoy similar
styles, can fit in, and make it work. With a little bit of luck and some good feeling grooves, your name can
spread 48
through the community: you might get asked to play with musicians that you've never heard of, but
BLANK
could be a perfect situation for you. With further luck, you could land a great steady gig with a real income…
BLANK 52
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The Sideways Shuffle Rhythm
An earnest attempt to name a familiar phrase
by John Kerr
There exists this ubiquitous, recognizable rhythmic phrase - sometimes it's a drum fill, a solo figure or an
ensemble riff. It's certainly popular enough to warrant a name - but there isn't a name! Why isn't there a name? Don't
all great concepts have a name? For instance:
...“Inertia” is “the tendency of an object to keep the same velocity unless it is acted upon by an outside force.”
...“Chicken soup” is “a simmered chicken broth with chunks of chicken, and sometimes noodles and vegetables.”
So we have this ubiquitous, recognizable rhythmic phrase that we can only vaguely describe to one another like a
bad turn in Pictionary until we say, “You know – that fill from that Phil Collins song!” before the other exclaims, “Oh
yeah! That fill thing...”
What I call the Sideways Shuffle Rhythm could be described as a repeated three-count sequence where we play
note-note-(rest), or alternatively “short note-long note.” And when introducing this to students, I conjure the sound of
a person running with a limp. Hey – it works.

It's Catchy: For those who were present in the 80's when the song In the Air Tonight by Phil Collins was
released to the airwaves, you will recall Mr. Collins rocketing into the final chorus playing his infamous monster fill:
doo-blig doo-blig doo-blig doo-blig flum-flum. In Video 1 we see that even my non-drummer friends can recall
this ubiquitous, recognizable rhythm with uncanny accuracy telling this author the nature of this rhythm is very
catchy. Even catchy enough for Mike Tyson to pull it off in the movie The Hangover! It also tells you about the
power of heavy commercial radio overplay.

It's not a triplet!: I remember filling-in with a cover band years ago and being asked if I knew Crosstown
Traffic by Jimi Hendrix. I had certainly heard the song enough times, so I figured no problem, however, I assumed the
intro was merely a regular shuffle rhythm. The result was not good. So the Sideways Shuffle Rhythm is not tripletbased as the name might imply, but a group of “3/16” that in a regular quarter note beat grid means constantly
overlapping the downbeats in different spots.

Exercise A shows the shortest resolving version of The Sideways

Shuffle Rhythm: a measure of 3/4 with each “3/16” group overlapping the downbeat four times until it resolves back
to beat “1”.
Before you even pick up the sticks – spend time counting the rhythm out loud while clapping the quarter note
downbeat. I demonstrate this in Video 2. If you can count and clap a rhythm confidently, playing it is considerably
easier!
Ultimately, you'll want to know this pattern well enough to start it from any point in the phrase and be able to
anticipate it's resolution by feel, so alongso be sure to count & clap the permutations in exercises B & C. After
counting & clapping, the try playing exercises A-C with the SSR on the snare with BD and/or HH closes on the
quarter note pulse. This is demonstrated in Video 3 along with a metronome to keep the downbeats clear.

The Fills
Up to the current day, the Sideways Shuffle Rhythm continues to be as relevant as ever with no threat of
expiration. The following list of songs use the Sideways Shuffle Rhythm as a drum fill mostly use the exact same
rhythmic permutation – the differences lie in how: each drummer plays out the 4th beat of the measure, how they may
use bass drum to fill in the empty spaces of the SSR, &/or play an 8th note pulse of hi-hat closes underneath. Perhaps
one of the first appearances of the SSR a fill in a popular recording was in the 1965 Motown hit 'Shotgun' by Junior
Walker & the All-Stars (Ex. 1).
Use the indicated time stamps to find each example. Listen along and try to count out loud with the drum fills:

Ex. 1 'Shotgun' by Junior Walker (Benny Benjamin, dr.) as intro fill and at the turnarounds
Ex. 2
Ex. 3
Ex. 4
Ex. 5
Ex. 6

'Magic Man' by Heart (Kat Hendrikse, dr.) at 4:06
'Home Sweet Home' by Motley Crue (Tommy Lee, dr.) at 1:53
'I'll Wait' by Van Halen (Alex Van Halen, dr.) at 1:30
'In the Air Tonight' by Phil Collins at 3:41
'Wheel In the Sky' by Journey (Aynsley Dunbar, dr.) at 2:57

Ex. 7 'Satellite' by Suze DeMarchi (Mike Levesque, dr.) at 1:17 & 2:32
Ex. 8/8a 'Surrender' by Cheap Trick (Bun E. Carlos, dr.). 1m phrasing at 1:02 & 2:03; 2m phrasing at 2:09
In Ex. 8a ,at the 2:09 fill Bun E. Carlos plays the SSR across two measures. That is to say, 2 2/3 of the core 3/4

phrase! In the next section, we will talk more about this two measure variation of the SSR!...

Ensemble Accents
The SSR phrasing is also heard as part of the main riff of a tune or as an ensemble accent pattern.

Ex. 9 'Back In Black' by AC/DC (Phil Rudd, dr.) starts the SSR on beat 2 and finishes out the measure with the
SSR phrase.
The following two tunes utilize both one & two-measure phrasing variations of the SSR. Again the two-measure
phrasing involves the core 3/4 SSR twice and 2/3 of another (Ex. 8a):

Ex. 10/0a 'Are You Gonna Go My Way?' by Lenny Kravitz (LK, dr.) takes the SSR rhythm through the entire
measure of 4/4 which returns one perfectly back to the beginning of the next measure with the lead hand. The drum
part for this is the same as 'Back In Black'!

Ex. 11/11a/11b 'Crosstown Traffic' by Jimi Hendrix (Mitch Mitchell, dr.) sports the two-measure variation at the
intro & end of the choruses, and the one measure variation at the end of the verses. In the outro, the 2- and 1-measure
SSR variations alternate in a 7-measure phrase. In this tune, Mitch Mitchell plays the SSR via double stops between
the snare and floor tom.

Here are additional songs where the Sideways Shuffle Rhythm is an ensemble riff (with drum fill):
Ex. 12 'So Into You' by Atlanta Rhythm Section (Robert Nix, dr.) at 1:31 & 1:51
Ex. 13 'Dream On' by Aerosmith (Joey Kramer, dr.) at 3:10, between the double chorus.
So we know that four groups of “3/16” fit into a measure of 3/4 with the SSR, but let's look at playing the
entire 3/4 phrase over the three measures of 4/4! Again, the goal is to be able to play this phrase from any point
within and to anticipate it's resolve.

Exercise D superimposes the four measures of the 3/4 SSR that fit in three measures of 4/4. In Video 4,
I will play three passes of this - each pass using an orchestration borrowed from the prior song examples. In the
first pass, I will play the SSR down the toms similar to song ex. 1-6; in the next, I will play double-stops a' la
Crosstown Traffic, and in the final pass I will play the SD/CR & BD splits found in the AC/DC and Kravitz
tunes.

Solo!..
Ex. 14 How can we forget Ringo's (only?) solo break in 'The End'? He stamps out 8th notes on the bass
drum underneath using the SSR as the building block for his breaks.

Not just for drums.
Ex. 15 'Ain't No Sunshine When She's Gone' by Bill Withers: A nice example of the vocals using the SSR
going over the bar line for five measures! Bill, you nut!
Ex. 16 'Venus' by Shocking Blue – guitar intro at intro and outro (2:33)

In closing, I hope you agree that “Sideways Shuffle Rhythm” is a fair moniker for such an exciting rhythmic
phrase and that the collection of real-world applications in one article reinforces it's identity for those of you that
it once seemed elusive!

“And the Beat Goes On...”

john@jkdrumsolutions.com
www.jkdrumsolutions.com
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New choices and new services for the Austin market. Our mission is to serve the music
community with a heaping helping of local charm and personal service while still offering
Internet megastore prices. We think you’ll find we do business a little differently. Our focus is on
the people of this unique community. Bop Drums proudly supports the Sims Foundation and the
Health Alliance for Austin Musicians (HAAM) because musicians helping musicians is what
makes Austin so uniquely enjoyable.

ADM'S TRANSCRIPTION THIS MONTH IS A SPECIAL ONE FOR ME, COZY POWELL, FROM THE
JEFF BECK “ROUGH AND READY” ALBUM, A TUNE CALLED "SITUATION" TRANSCRIBED BY MY
GOOD FRIEND JOHN KERR, WHO HAS TO BE ONE OF THE VERY BEST TRANSCRIBERS IN THE
COUNTRY.
WHEN I WAS ON THE ROAD IN THE EARLY SEVENTIES, WE CARRIED "THE JEFF BECK GROUP”
ALBUM AND JEFF BECK'S “ROUGH AND READY” ALBUM EVERYWHERE WE TRAVELED. THE
R+B/BLUES/ROCK STYLE WAS A SIMILAR MUSIC STYLE AS MY KID BAND BEGGAR’S OPERA
HAD ASPIRED TO BE GENRE WISE.
BOB TENCH VOCALIST OF JEFF BECK'S BAND WAS R+B ON STEROIDS HE HAD THE COOLEST
DIFFERENT SOUNDING VOICE OF THE DAY AND THE PLAYERS IN JEFF BECK’S BAND WERE
UGLIEST MONSTERS ON THE PLANET AT THAT MOMENT IN TIME. COZY POWELL WAS A FORCE
TO BE RECKONED WITH IN THE LATE SIXTIES AND LATER WITH RONNIE DIO IN RAINBOW.
DOUBLE BASS DRUMS, SKINNY HARDWARE, HOLDING UP HIS CYMBALS AS HE PLAYED WITH
“BASEBALL BATS” AND IT SEEMED LIKE AN ACCIDENT WAITING IN THE SHADOWS. YOU
WOULD HALF EXPECT A CYMBAL TO FLY OFF HIS SKINNY HARDWARE AND TAKE OFF SOME
SPECTATOR’S HEAD.

SITUATION

INTRO IN 7 + 4 AND YOU COULD EASILY THINK OF THE LAST MEASURE IN THE INTRO LOOP AS
A MEASURE OF FIVE WITH THE FLAM ON ONE.
I'VE BEEN ASKING STUDENTS TO USE A DOWN UP, DOWN UP, DOWN UP, UP, MOTION ON THE
HI-HAT (MOELLER TECHNIQUE)
ON THE LAST MEASURE OF THE INTRO LOOP (MEASURE 4), YOU ACCENT WITH HI-HAT
CHOKES AND KICKS
( A SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT CHAIR POSITION AS YOU SHIFT WEIGHT TO THE KICK FOOT, AND
CHOKE WITH THE HAT FOOT.)
(PRACTICE FEET ONLY
1
+ 2
+ 3 + 4
+ 1
REST R/F L/F R/F L/F R/F L/F R/F R/F
ADD THE CRASH TO THIS FOOT PATTERN, USING THE LEFT HAND
ADD THE CHOKES
KEEP IT IN A LOOP
(1
+ 2 + 3 + 4 + 1
+ 2 + 3 + 4 +)
THE FIRST THROUGH FOURTH ENDING SHOULD BE PLAYED WITH TWO CYMBALS IF YOU
WANT TO “PICK UP CHICKS.” I STICK IT
RIDE

SNARE

CRASH

SNARE

RIDE

R
R
L
L
R
1
2
+
+
4
(OR TAKE THE BORING APPROACH AND NOT GET ANY CHICKS)
L
RIDE

R
SNARE

L
R
L
CRASH SNARE RIDE

THE CRASH AND RIDE SEQUENCE SHOULD WORK AS LONG AS THE VOCALIST HASN’T
CONVINCED YOU TO SIT TOO FAR BACK IN THAT DARK PART OF THE STAGE WITHOUT A
RISER. (WHERE THE CHICKS CAN'T SEE YOU.)
THE FILL AT THE END OF THE VERSE HAS A DIDDLE ON THE LEFT HAND (IF YOU’RE RIGHTHANDED AND YOU'VE STARTED THE FILL WITH YOUR LEAD HAND) BECAUSE OF THE 180BPM
THE TWO BAR FILL AT THE END OF THE REFRAIN IS PRACTICE FOR YOUR UPCOMING TWOBAR SOLOS WITH A REPEATED FLAM HI-HAT PHRASE AND WITH ANOTHER CHANCE TO PICK
UP CHICKS AGAIN. (ESPECIALLY IF YOU NAIL THE SOLOS AND USE MY METHOD.) THE TWO
BAR SOLOS COME BEFORE THE GUITAR SOLO, IT'S A SECOND INTRO SWEETENED BY COZY
WITH DELIGHTFUL DIDDIES.

Rediscovering the Joy of Drumming
By Ron Tierno

When I opened my drum studio in midtown Manhattan many years ago, I initially wanted to attract advanced young
drummers who were hoping to make a career in music. My

assumption was that it would be more rewarding and

satisfying than working with beginners. I had written lots of drum charts, and I was positive hungry students would sink
their teeth into those challenges. Having a motivated student enjoy my technique and approach had the potential to be a
"dope" ego boost for myself.
Over time, I’ve grown to prefer helping someone discover that they can create an intricate rhythm pattern on a drum set.
Taking a young child, who can barely reach the foot pedals when they begin, and watching them grow and improve weekby-week is the greatest reward an educator can receive. In recent years, the majority of my student roster is made of adults
rediscovering drums from their youth. Others are the people deciding to take up an instrument later in life: the ones that
never had the time (or courage) to take lessons. Many of those students don’t own a drumset, but just enjoy coming in to
play along with pre-recorded music.
Upon arrival to New York in 1974, the city was a mess! Crime was high, graffiti was everywhere, and subway lines were
always breaking down. We suffered through garbage strikes, blackouts, and a lack of other public amenities because the
city was on the verge of bankruptcy. Many older musicians I met would regale me with stories of the New York music
scene in the ‘50s and ‘60s. Recording studios were cranking out sessions; there were big bands, live television, and huge
Broadway pit orchestras. By the mid-‘70s, big bands were gone, much of the recording was moving to California, and fear
of crime and a weak economy left many Broadway houses dark and empty.
None of that bothered me. The vibrancy of this city kept me pumped even in the worst of times. I worked my way up the
musical ladder of success and I continued to stay busy. I did a lot of recording and touring, eventually working with many
of my childhood heroes. The disco era came and then left the building like Elvis. Robots invaded our musical space. In the
early ‘80s, drum machines and synthesizers became more and more prevalent. I feared the professional free-lance
musician’s future was destined for the cesspool. Throughout those years I continued to teach, but was becoming depressed
by the challenge of encouraging students to become musicians when the future looked so bleak. My life had come full
circle; I saw myself as one of those older players longing for the “good old days.”
Then recently, I realized that music wouldn't stop being made by human beings. Creative people will always find a new
outlet for self-expression. Musical styles will always change, and a versatile performer who can evolve, adapt, and change
will always survive and thrive!
Ron Tierno is a Broadway drummer with a teaching studio in midtown Manhattan. Check him out at:
rontierno.com

If you are a drummer looking to expand your knowledge of musical styles, Survival Guide For The Modern
Drummer is the book for you. From pop to country, metal to jazz and Latin to Motown, Jim Riley
(drummer and musical director for Rascal Flatts) has crammed his considerable stage and studio experience
into this amazing resource. The book includes 124 play-along tracks which were meticulously recorded
with just the right musicians for each recording creating an authentic and inspiring library. An audio
performance of each of the 318 grooves is also included making learning these grooves even easier. From
beginner to advanced, this book truly has something for everyone. If you dream of taking your drumming to
the next level, Survival Guide for the Modern Drummer is the book that can help you make that a reality.

THE MELODIC DRUMMER
BY RON TIERNO
THIS MONTH WE GET A SAMPLE OF "THE MELODIC DRUMMER," AN
EXCELLENT PUBLICATION BY RON TIERNO. HE WROTE MANY OF
THESE SNARE ETUDES IN THE SEVENTIES AND SOME WERE PASSED
AROUND TO EDUCATORS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY.
INITIALLY INTRODUCED TO RON'S SNARE ETUDES BY MY TEACHER
TONY MONFORTE. I ENJOYED PLAYING THE COMPOSITIONS WITH
BRUSHES ON MY SNARE AND ALSO ON THE DRUM PAD IN MY
APARTMENT. IT HAD A MARVELOUS EFFECT ON MY ARTICULATION
SKILLS AND RUDIMENTAL DRUMMING PERFORMANCE. IT
STRAIGHTENED MY LEFT-HAND THROW DOWNS ENOUGH TO RAVE
ABOUT THE PHYSICALITY IMPROVEMENTS IN MY DRUMMING, AND I
NOW SUGGEST IT AS A STAPLE TO ANY SERIOUS DRUMMER'S LIBRARY.
RONNIE STUDIED WITH MONFORTE AND LATER TAUGHT ALONG SIDE
OF THE GREAT UPSTATE NEW YORK LEGEND, IN BINGHAMTON, NEW
YORK.
RON EVENTUALLY MIGRATED TO NEW YORK CITY WHERE HE SPENT
MANY HOURS WOOD-SHEDDING AND WRITING. DURING THAT PERIOD
IN RON'S CAREER, HE WROTE THESE WONDERFUL ETUDES THAT
EMULATE NOT ONLY THE DRUMMING IDEAS IN SOME JAZZY POP
MUSIC BUT RHYTHMICALLY SPEAK THE GUITAR SOLOS MELODIC
FORM IN DRUMMER LANGUAGE.
I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN OVERWHELMED BY THE BEAUTIFUL
TRANSLATIONS RON MAKES FROM RECORDINGS TO HIS SNARE DRUM,
AND THESE ETUDES ARE SOME OF HIS MAGIC. PLEASE ENJOY THIS
SAMPLE AND BE SURE AND ORDER THE BOOK.

http://www.bopworks.net

https://www.bopdrums.com

https://www.bopdrums.com

THE SERIOUS CHOICE FOR DRUM LESSONS
OVER 20 YEARS TEACHING
IN THE AUSTIN TEXAS AREA...

If you play drumset and haven’t had a formal education in music, it may
be time to hone your craft. Nic has been playing drumset over 60 years,
studied music at Berklee College of Music in Boston, authored five
drumset books favorably reviewed in Modern Drummer Magazine.
Whatever the issue, reading music, coordination problems, timing issues,
speed and endurance, Nic can help, not just with Jazz but with all styles.

WWW.AUSTINDRUMTEACHER.COM
Email: nicdrums@aol.com

Call: 512.255.1786 or 512.924.5218

John Bonham drum fill /
measure 18 (The Lemon Song)
by nic marcy

swing notes q = 87
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In this drum fill learning the ending is the first matter of business.
Take the second "six-let" and play it to the crash. Adhere to the
stickings and be aware of the partials, their count and what stick
you're playing on that count. Listen to the notes and their articulation,
get the kick drum dynamic up to the volume of the toms.
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In this drum fill learning the ending is the first matter of business.
Take the second "six-let" and play it to the crash. Adhere to the stickings and be aware of the partials, their count and what stick you're playing on
Listen to the notes and their articulation, get the kick drum dynamic up to the volume of the toms.

The Lemon Song measure #102

swing notes q = 87
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There isn't a hi-hat pulse in this fill on the recording but we're adding it as an exercise.
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Who You Know
by Jonny Kujawa
Today’s lesson: a lot of opportunities in life are about who you know. Or rather it’s not what you know, it’s who
you know. Same idea more or less, but the particular instance that applies to my story is about knowing someone
that gives private tours at a historic venue in San Francisco while a famous band is playing a live show.
Allow me to further explain. We’ve all heard that saying, that knowing the right people can create exciting
opportunities and open doors that might otherwise have been harder to crack. That’s something that I’ve certainly
heard and experienced to some degree previously, but just recently have really come to appreciate that saying.
For those who may not know Harry Duncan, he’s a San Francisco local DJ who opens for some pretty big-name
bands at some pretty big-name venues in the city. He’s also a DJ for a local Bay Area jazz station, KCSM, and has
a show called In The Soul Kitchen every Sunday at 8pm; definitely worth checking out, but I digress. After meeting
Harry and bonding over our mutual appreciation for good music, he immediately started inviting me to shows that
he was opening for, such as Femi Kuti at The Fillmore. Just recently on a whim, he asked me to both The Warfield
and The Regency Ballroom- both well-known local venues with a history of notable performances.
The Warfield had The Specials playing, which was a fun show right off the bat. The legendary ska band came out
strong with one of their biggest hits, Ghost Town, and my girlfriend and I had great seats in the VIP lounge. The
venue itself was enormous and incredible with red and gold embellished walls, offering tons of history going back
to 1922 when it first opened. As if getting to see The Specials at The Warfield wasn’t enough, Harry then took us
backstage and through the entire venue while the show was still going on, giving us the opportunity to see just how
historic the venue really is. The original cooling system, for example, is still in use; a large spinning metal wheel
underneath the building that looks like something from the Titanic. Also, there’s a room filled with autographs
covering the walls from everyone who’s ever played on the stage. Jaw dropping stuff that truly inspires awe.
A few nights later, we had the privilege of getting into The Regency Ballroom to see Harry Duncan open for the
Mick Fleetwood Blues Band, which of course was Mick Fleetwood on drums with his band, including Rick Vito,
that was reminiscent of the original Fleetwood Mac sound in their “blues” days. Excellent music, killer solos,
fantastic performances, and overall an amazing show that we were lucky enough to catch from the second row.
I’ll say it again; it’s all about who you know. Not necessarily for everything, but for me in the past week or so, I
definitely feel lucky and grateful to know Harry, and realize those incredible experiences would not have been
possible had I not known and become friends with him. Never pass on an opportunity to meet someone, and
especially don’t pass up any excellent offers and invitations. You never know what experiences or open doors they
could lead to in the future.
DRUM, PERCUSSION, HUMOR & MUSIC FUN BOOKS
by JOEL ROTHMAN (JR PUBLICATIONS, LLC)
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TO BE OR NOT TO BE THAT IS THE QUESTION
BY JOEL ROTHMAN
Hopefully Shakespeare would not have objected to me borrowing his famous question to use as a title for my article in
order to capture your attention. In the case of Hamlet the question, of course, refers to whether to live or to die. In this
article, however, it has to do with whether or not a particular student should consider becoming a professional
musician.
During my years of teaching I've been asked the question numerous times, sometimes by the student, but more often by
the parent wondering whether or not they should encourage their son or daughter to follow their dream of achieving
stardom by becoming a famous drummer and playing with a well-known band. Usually the question is posed by asking
if I feel their child is talented enough to become a professional. The question, as far as I'm concerned, is virtually
impossible to answer, if for no other reason than it presupposes that I'm capable of looking into the future. Rarely was
I asked about the nature of the profession, the opportunities, remuneration, etc. Perhaps when I first started taking
lessons it also had to do with gaining fame , though as I recall it had more to do with gaining respect from my family
and friends and, of course, gaining the attention of the opposite sex. But the answer to the question, if there is one, has
to do with the age of the student, their academic interests and abilities, as well as a host of other factors.
The question always seems to revolve around whether or not the particular student has enough talent to "make it". That
in itself raises the further question of just what is meant by "making it”. For different people, “making it" often means
different things. But getting back to the question of talent, I have always believed that most people of at least average
intelligence have enough basic skill to achieve a strong high level in almost any field of their choosing. In reference to
drumming, or any other instrument for that matter, the unique talent they do need has to do with their desire to achieve,
coupled with their ability to focus and apply themselves to the arduous task of practicing exercises over and over for
hours a day. I'm not denying that there is a component called "talent", and that some students have more "natural”
talent than others. Even so, students with less talent than other can sometimes go farther in their development than
those with greater talent. For example, if it takes one student two hours to develop a particular technique, while it takes
another student four hours to develop the same technique, you might say the first student has more talent, perhaps even
twice as much as the second student. Yet, if the second student practices six hours, he or she could surpass the first,
even with supposedly less talent. And I must say that I've always felt that some of the finest musicians I've worked
with were not necessarily the most talented, but they all had a desire or need to achieve, and applied themselves to the
task at hand--they did what was necessary in order to achieve their desired goal. Think of how many students in school
may not have all that much natural ability for math or languages, yet achieve high passing grades simply because they
applied themselves.
With The Pulse of Jazz, drummer/educator Nic Marcy provides a
complete method for building a jazz timekeeping vocabulary. Building
on other classic jazz methods, the book provides exercises based
around common timekeeping approaches from simple to very advanced
(called “time lines”), and provides exercises to develop independence
and comping facility with each approach. In this way, the book covers
topics such as jazz shuffle ideas, Elvin Jones and Tony Williams
concepts, displacement, polyrhythmic comping, comping in 3/4, threeand four-way interdependence exercises, metric modulation and more.
The included audio contains 21 tracks (including play-along songs) and
34 videos totaling over 20 minutes of running time.

I want to relate an experience I had with one particular student when I first started teaching. Before I opened a studio, I
travelled to the homes of students in order to give private lessons. One such student began when he was eight years
old. While he was very enthusiastic, he'd hardly work on the few exercises I'd assign. There were many weeks that
we'd simply have to go over the same thing, and I don't mind saying I felt the boy had little to no talent for the
instrument. In fact, I felt somewhat guilty charging for lessons that seemed to go nowhere. I even said to the mother
she might be wasting her money if her son didn't practice. Luckily, the mother was much wiser than me--she replied it
didn't matter to her if her son wasn't progressing as fast as I thought he should, and that as long as she could afford it,
and as long as her son wanted to continue, then she was willing to pay for lessons regardless of how little progress he
was making. Her son enjoyed taking the lessons with me, and whatever little practice he did was okay with her--after
all, she wasn't giving him lessons with the intention of him becoming a professional musician, but more as an extra
enrichment activity after school.
Lessons continued for four years until the boy was twelve. During that summer he and his family spent two full
months at a small cottage they rented in the Catskill Mountain area, about 100 miles from New York City. Nearby
were many other families, and among them were kids between twelve and fourteen years of age, several of whom
played instruments-- one played accordion , and another played the sax. They formed a little group with my student,
and practiced together through the summer. Well, after almost four years of lessons my student may have developed
only limited reading and technical skills, but I always made sure he knew all the basic beats so he was capable of
playing in a little group. Apparently they practiced a great deal, and together listened to lots of recordings which
inspired my student to practice using his own method books. When, after the summer I went to his house to start
lessons again, he was very anxious for me to hear him. The truth is I couldn't believe my ears--everything he had
learned over the four years apparently came together during those two months away, and his practicing paid off
handsomely—he sounded terrific. When he grew up he went to college, then wound up teaching math in High School,
while still playing with a band on weekends to make extra money. During the intervening summers, like so many
other musicians in the New York City area, he always joined a band and played in one of the small hotels that dotted
the Catskill Mountains, an area where many entertainers and musicians honed their craft during the summer months
when school was not in session. This taught me the lesson that you rarely can assume what a particular student will
achieve in the long run.
So to the question, “To be, or not to be” ? Who knows—can the question ever be answered? Experiences in one's life
determines a great deal of what will eventually happen to any individual, and I would warn off any teacher from
providing some definitive answer, especially to the parent of a younger student.

This play-along package features tracks culled from Joe Bergamini’s
acclaimed 1996 solo album Arrival (co-produced by Dom Famularo).
Arrival Drum Play-Along provides ten exciting, pro-sounding original
tracks, accompanied by note-for-note transcriptions of the main grooves
and fills from Terry Branam and extensive educational text from
Bergamini. This book puts you in the driver's seat.

My 4th Annual Drummers Weekend Nashville
By Rich Redmond
My 4th Annual Drummers Weekend Nashville took place at Soundcheck Studios in Nashville on October
28-30. 25 Campers from all ages (9-65) and abilities from North America and Canada converged for 72
hours of hands-on training with the world's greatest drummers.
You can see my talent lineup below. At the end of the camp, campers played with a world class house band
at the iconic Douglas Corner Cafe in Nashville. The group consisted of Greg Mangus (vocals), Jace Everett
(vocals), Luis Espaillat 9bass), Chris Nix (guitar), Tyson Leslie (keys), Daniel de Los Reyes (percussion).
All proceeds benefited April Samuels' "Breast Cancer Can Stick It" Charity.
Guest Teachers:
Ray Luzier (Korn)
Chris McHugh (Keith Urban/Top Call Session Drummer)
Nir Z (John Mayer/Top Call Session Drummer)
Sandy Gennaro (Cyndi Lauper/Joan Jett)
Jim Riley (Rascal Flatts/Educator)
Keio Stroud (Big And Rich/Freelance)
Lalo Davila (Percussion Specialist/Educator)
Jimmy Elcock (Jamie Lynn Spears)
Jim McCarthy (branding/Career development)
Roundtable:
Craig Krampf (Melissa Etheridge/Sessions)
Ron Gannaway (Joe Nichols/Steve Wariner)
Chuck Tilley (Alabama/Sessions)
Travis McNabb (Frankie Ballard/Better Than Ezra)
Jack White (Rick Springfield/James Brown)
Mile McPherson (Kelly Clarkson, Paramore)
Chris Culos (OAR)

